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DIVEST / INVEST POLICY 
 

 This Union Notes 

1. The UK is the second biggest arms dealer in the world1.  
2. Arms supplied by the UK have been used in many conflicts, including in the US invasion of Iraq, in 

Israeli attacks on Gaza and by Argentina in the Falklands War, amongst others. Supplying arms 
makes a conflict more deadly and last longer2 and the arms trade actively facilitates human rights 
abuse3. 

3. BAE Systems is the world’s third largest arms producer4. The University has links with BAE 
Systems and promotes this relationship as a benefit of studying at Leeds Beckett5. The AET 
Placement and Employability Unit has promoted graduate schemes with BAE Systems6. 

4. Two of the world’s largest arms producers are Serco and Saab. The University has links with both 
of these companies as they are clients of the Leadership Centre7 and The Centre for Public 
Relations Studies8 respectively. 

5. Many SUs have had successful campaigns to stop companies that support the arms trade having a 
presence on campus, such as UCL, Warwick, Liverpool, UWE and Edinburgh 9. 

6. Thousands of children as young as 8 are working in hazardous conditions on tobacco farms. Child 
tobacco workers are handle toxic chemicals, used sharp tools, lift heavy loads and work in 
extreme heat. Many of them show symptoms of acute nicotine poisoning 10. Tobacco companies 
take advantage of tobacco farmers, and through loan arrangements trap them in a cycle of 
debt11. 

7. As of 31st of July 2012 our University invested £29,532,952 with the broker Royal London Cash 
Management. Of this £2,000,070 is invested in Barclays Bank plc and £9,558,478 is invested in 
Royal Bank of Scotland (Freedom of Information Request, 2013). 

8. RBS and Barclays are major financiers of the Canadian Tar Sands. Already, millions of barrels of tar 
sands oil have been extracted from under the Canadian wilderness, producing three to four times 
more greenhouse gas emissions than conventional oil extraction and using enough natural gas 
every day to heat three million Canadian homes. The project is also causing mass deforestation12. 

                                                           
1 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/britain-is-now-the-second-biggest-arms-dealer-in-the-

world-a7225351.html  
2 https://www.caat.org.uk/issues/introduction/conflict 
3 https://www.caat.org.uk/issues/introduction/human-rights   
4 https://www.caat.org.uk/resources/companies/bae-systems 
5 https://courses.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/computerforensicssecurity/   
6 https://myhub.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/workgroups/aet-placement-and-employability-unit/blog/gradcracker   
7 http://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/business-consultancy/business-and-management-studies/leadership-centre/    
8 http://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/business-consultancy/business-and-management-studies/public-relations-
studies/#our-clients   
9 https://caatunis.net/category/success/   
10 https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/05/25/indonesia-child-tobacco-workers-suffer-firms-profit    
11 http://www.laborrights.org/industries/tobacco  
12 http://www.no-tar-sands.org/what-are-the-tar-sands/   
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9. As part of the NUS Divest-Invest campaign, £18,218,230 has been divested from the fossil fuel 
industries, but only £1,000,000 has been invested in renewable sources13. 

10. That People & Planet, in partnership with 350.org and others, has launched a Fossil Free UK 
campaign, calling on UK higher education institutions to divest from fossil fuels and sever their 
links with these companies. According to the People & Planet University League, Leeds Beckett 
currently has a score of 0% for ethical investments14.  This score can be increased by having a 
publically available ethical investment policy, making progress on the goals in the policy, 
providing opportunities for students and staff to be involved in the policy and making a public 
announcement the university won’t invest in fossil fuels. 

11. The University has a ‘Responsible Investments’ policy to access investments and partnerships; 
however it does not define on what basis these decisions are made (Freedom of Information 
Request, 2017)15. 

 

This Union Believes 

1. That the arms trade industry actively facilitates human rights abuse and puts the lives of civilians 
in danger. 

2. That the tobacco industry takes advantage of vulnerable groups, actively putting children in 
danger and putting the poor into greater debt. 

3. That the fossil fuel industry, by extracting, processing, promoting and facilitating the use of, 
selling and profiting from fossil fuels, as well as by having a major influence on government 
policy, is complicit in causing climate change and its catastrophic impacts. 

4. That our university should be a role model in society, acting responsibly and helping create a safe 
future that is better for everyone. 

 

This Union Resolves 

1. To lobby the University to expand the responsible investments policy to define exactly how 
investments and partnerships are assessed. 

2. To encourage the university to not form any relationship with or promote any companies that 
facilitate the fossil fuel, arms or tobacco industries – this includes advertising graduate schemes 
and placements. Companies that rank on the Corporate Responsibility Index should be given 
priority and students should be given guidance on how to choose ethical careers. 

3. To join the NUS Divest-Invest campaign and encourage the university to divest from fossil fuels 
and invest in renewable alternatives. 

4. To encourage the university to take the steps needed to improve the People and Planet ethical 
investments score. 

 

                                                           
13  http://sustainability.nus.org.uk/divest-invest 
14 https://peopleandplanet.org/university/129454/ul16    
15 https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/ethical_investments_policy#incoming-921394 
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